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About This Dataset

Data source citation


Full title of originating dataset

British Social Attitudes Survey, 2016

Data author(s) and affiliations

NatCen Social Research

Dataset source website address

http://doi.org/10.5255/UKDA-SN-8252-1

First publication date

September 2017
Data Universe

Adults (18 and over) living in private households in Great Britain (excluding the “crofting counties” north of the Caledonian Canal).

Funding sources/suppliers

Economic and Social Research Council

NatCen Social Research

Sample/sampling procedures

Multi-stage stratified random sample

Weighting

Weighting used. See documentation for details.

Data collection dates

July–November 2016

Time frame of analysis

Cross-sectional (one-time) study

Unit of analysis

Individual

Location covered by data

Great Britain
Links to SRM content


List of variables

ABCVer
ChildHh
plnallow
plnterm
plnenvt
mobdsafe
mobddang
mobdban